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In the last ten years remarkable
progress has been made in
understanding the molecular basis
of discrimination between self and
foreign pathogens, a process that
ultimately leads to the activation
of the innate and the adaptive (i.e.
T-cell-mediated) immune
response. Key players in the
innate immune response are
‘pattern recognition receptors’
(PRRs), a family of evolutionarily
conserved receptors that
selectively recognize molecular
signatures of invading pathogens,
so-called ‘pathogen-associated
molecular patterns’ (PAMPs) [1].
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are
amongst the best characterized
PRRs and this family of receptors
comprises 11 members, each of
which mediates responses to
distinct PAMPs (for a recent
review, see [2]). TLR signaling
induces antigen-presenting cell
(APC) activation, thereby bridging
the innate and the adaptive
immune responses [1]. 
The establishment of the
adaptive T-cell-mediated response
is ultimately dictated by dendritic
These findings suggest that
learning several different song
types is costly and highly
condition-dependent, features
unique to the handicap hypothesis
of sexual selection [12].
One weakness of non-
experimental field studies,
including that of Reid et al. [4], is
that they provide little information
on the genetic basis of the
association between male
ornament expression and fitness.
However, two lines of evidence
point to a genetic basis for
variation in song repertoire size. In
the zebra finch, the size of the high
vocal centre was dependent on
song characteristics of both the
foster father and the genetic father
in cross-fostered offspring,
suggesting early environmental
and genetic effects on song
production [11]. Intriguingly,
dominance genetic variance is an
extraordinarily important
component of repertoire size in M.
melodia, as individual inbreeding
coefficients explained 24% of
variation in repertoire size; males
that were more inbred sang fewer
song types [13]. Thus repertoire
size appears to be sensitive to
recessive mutation load, and
females may gain indirect genetic
benefits from preferring males with
complex songs [14], in addition to
other advantages arising from
increased parental care.
These new results by Reid et al.
[4] demonstrate that song
repertoire size is an important
indicator of both short and long-
term fitness benefits in free-living
song sparrows. They establish
that female preference for males
with larger song repertoires will be
favoured by selection. Further
work is required to elucidate the
underlying genetic and
developmental basis of the
association between repertoire
size and fitness, and the precise
nature of the benefits obtained by
females mating with attractive
males. Moreover, the relative
importance of causal (additive
genetic and environmental)
components of repertoire
variation needs investigation.
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Viral Immunity: Cross-Priming
with the Help of TLR3
Cross-presentation is important for regulating T-cell responses to
exogenous antigens and can maintain tolerance (cross-tolerance) or
induce immune responses (cross-priming). Recent exciting results on
the role of the Toll-like receptor TLR3 in promoting cross-priming of
viral antigens provide new insights into the mechanisms that allow
Toll-like receptor signaling to bridge innate and adaptive immune
responses. 
cells (DCs), a specialized type of
APC whose function is to acquire
novel antigens and then direct the
activation and proliferation of
antigen-specific T cells [3]. TLR
signaling induces a significant
change in the phenotype of DCs,
referred to as DC maturation. This
process is characterized by
enhanced expression of co-
stimulatory molecules and major
histocompatibility complex
(MHC)–peptide complexes, and
increased secretion of cytokines
necessary for activation and
polarization of naive T cells (i.e. T
cells that have never responded to
antigen). Human and murine DCs
are a heterogeneous family of
leukocytes, composed of
functionally distinct subsets [4].
Each DC subset is endowed with a
slightly different TLR repertoire,
which has important implications in
the way different types of immune
responses are generated [5]. 
In addition to displaying
endogenous antigens in
MHC–peptide complexes on their
surface, DCs are also capable of
presenting peptides derived from
exogenous antigens in a complex
with MHC class I molecules, a
process known as cross-
presentation [6]. In mice, the ability
to present exogenous peptides in
the context of MHC class I
molecules resides, almost
exclusively, with CD8α+ DCs [7].
This cross-presentation can lead
either to activation of T cells (cross-
priming) or to inactivation (cross-
tolerance), depending on whether
or not cross-presenting DCs are
exposed to maturation stimuli [8]. 
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Figure 1. dsRNA-induced DC activation and enhanced cross-presentation of exogenous antigens.
Apoptotic bodies from virus-infected cells are selectively taken up by CD8α+ DCs. The viral dsRNA contained within the apoptotic
bodies is recognized by endosomal TLR3, inducing NFκB activation and DC maturation. Mature DCs acquire the ability to cross-
present the viral antigens and activate antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. DC maturation and cross-priming can be enhanced
by type I IFN released by infected cells. In the case of viruses capable of infecting DCs, a TLR-independent recognition of dsRNA
occurs. It has been shown that PKR and RNAseL are involved in this alternative pathway, which may synergize with TLR3 signaling.
Help provided by NKT cells in eliciting DC maturation is shown: NKT cells recognize CD1d molecules loaded with the strong agonist
α-galactosylceramide (α-GalCer). 
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These findings demonstrate
that, in order to minimize the risk
of generating a response to self-
antigens (autoimmunity) and to
maximize optimal T-cell priming
against foreign proteins, the
timing of antigen uptake by
immature DCs and the exposure
of these DCs to maturation stimuli
(such as those provided by TLR
ligands) need to be finely tuned.
Indeed, it has been shown that
TLR signaling enhances antigen
capture and regulates
phagosome maturation, both of
which are necessary steps in
funnelling exogenous antigens
into the MHC class I presentation
pathway [9]. 
In different in vitro experimental
systems it has been shown that
TLR3, TLR4 and TLR9 ligands can
induce cross-presentation of an
exogenous antigen [5]. Until
recently, however, the in vivo
contribution of TLR3 to cross-
priming was unclear. In a recent
paper published in Nature [10],
the group of Reis e Sousa has
shed some light on this issue and
elegantly demonstrated that
signaling via TLR3 promotes
cross-priming of virus-specific T-
cell responses by ensuring the
maturation of immature CD8α+
DCs that have taken up apoptotic
bodies from virus-infected
cells (Figure 1).
TLR3 is an endosomal Toll-like
receptor that recognizes double-
stranded (ds) RNA [11], a by-
product of most viral infections.
As TLR3 is predominantly
expressed in CD8α+ DCs in mice,
Reis e Sousa and colleagues [10]
set out to investigate whether
recognition of dsRNA in apoptotic
bodies from virus-infected cells
allows CD8α+ DCs to prime an
immune response to viruses that
are unable to infect DCs directly.
CD8α+ DCs underwent phenotypic
maturation and secreted
inflammatory cytokines when
exposed to apoptotic cells loaded
with dsRNA but not to unloaded
controls. Similar results were
obtained with cells infected with
viruses that had no direct tropism
for DCs. The maturation process
required phagocytosis of the
cargo and subsequent
phagosomal acidification and was
dependent on TLR3 expression.
The authors extended this
observation in vivo by
demonstrating that immunization
with virus-infected cells or cells
containing synthetic dsRNA led to
a marked increase in TLR3-
dependent cross-priming of
cytotoxic T cells towards cell-
associated antigens. It has been
shown that type I interferon (IFN)
secreted by infected cells
facilitates cross-priming of soluble
antigens [12]. Reis e Sousa and
colleagues [10] have analyzed the
role of TLR3 independent of the
contribution of type I IFN,
because they injected virus-
infected xenogeneic cells into
mice, which are exclusively
responsive to murine type I IFN.
During a natural infection,
however, both type I IFN and
dsRNA released by dying infected
cells would synergize to promote
maturation of DCs and maximize
priming of virus-specific T-cell
responses. If viruses have a direct
tropism for DCs, dsRNA can
directly activate a TLR3-
independent pathway [13,14],
which may also synergize with
TLR3 signaling in inducing DC
maturation and cross-priming
(Figure 1). 
The importance of these
mechanisms in eliciting anti-viral
immune responses is underscored
by the fact that several viruses,
such as hepatitis C virus and
influenza, have evolved
mechanisms to evade recognition
of dsRNA [15,16]. One point to
note, however, is that this
recognition pathway is like a
double-edged sword because DC
maturation induced by systemic
virus infections may overcome
peripheral tolerance mechanisms
and trigger autoimmune
diseases [17,18].
These novel results, while
highlighting the role of TLR3 in
promoting cross-presentation of
apoptotic, virus-infected cells,
uncover new avenues to design
potent vaccines for cancer
immunotherapy. Irradiated tumour
cells with a known antigenic
profile could be loaded in vitro
with dsRNA and injected into
patients bearing tumours with a
similar antigenic profile to
promote an immune response
against the tumour cell.
Alternatively, dsRNA could be
injected directly into the tumour
mass, possibly in combination
with protocols enhancing the
formation of apoptotic bodies,
such as localized radiotherapy.
Finally, the effects of vaccination
with soluble antigenic proteins
and TLR3 ligands should also be
investigated. The latter protocol
could be carried out in
combination with complementary
strategies to modulate DC
function, such as those capable of
harnessing the adjuvant
properties of NKT cells, which
have been shown to increase
antigen-specific responses of
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and B cells
[19,20] (Figure 1). Molecular and
biochemical research on the
signaling pathways activated by
the innate immune system will
therefore help to optimize new
cancer immunotherapies.
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The ability of animals to detect
individual events in the external
world using more than one sense
has a considerable impact on
perception and behaviour.
Combining information across the
senses about a common source
can improve the localization and
discrimination of objects and
speeds up reactions to them [1].
But this relies on the binding
together of appropriate
multisensory signals — those
originating from the object in
question as opposed to other,
unrelated stimuli. Temporal
synchrony is a particularly
powerful binding cue, and the
results of several recent studies
have revealed that humans are
able to maintain accurate
judgments of when visual and
auditory cues occur
simultaneously, despite variations
in the relative time it takes for the
signals to arrive.
A number of neural and non-
neural factors influence how long
it takes for the visual and auditory
signals arising simultaneously
from a common source to reach
multisensory neurons in the brain.
Sound travels much more slowly
than light and therefore arrives
later. On the other hand, the
process of sound transduction by
the hair cells of the inner ear is
many times faster than
phototransduction in the retina [2].
This gives rise to a difference in
the response latency of auditory
and visual neurons of around
40–50 milliseconds, which is
further increased by the longer
neural transmission times in the
visual system (Figure 1).
A range of temporal disparities
exists within which humans are
unable to tell that auditory and
visual signals are asynchronous
[3,4]. In keeping, however, with
the inter-sensory difference in
neural processing time, the stimuli
are generally judged to be
simultaneous when the sound is
delayed relative to the light [5,6].
The required delay can, of course,
occur naturally because of the
difference in their velocities.
Moreover, by introducing a delay
that offsets the difference in
response latency, it has been
shown that auditory and visual
signals arriving together at
multisensory neurons, such as
those in the superior colliculus,
often interact to produce
enhanced responses [7,8].
However, neither the relative
time of arrival nor the neural
transmission times within the
central nervous system are fixed.
For example, response latencies
of nerve cells vary to some extent
with factors such as stimulus
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Multisensory Integration: 
Strategies for Synchronization
Recent studies have shown that our ability to match the timing of
inputs from objects that can be both seen and heard is highly
adaptable and takes into account target depth and the relatively slow
speed of sound.
Figure 1. The timing of visual and auditory events in the brain. 
Because of the relatively slow speed of sound, auditory stimuli reach the observer
slightly later than visual stimuli, by an amount that varies with source distance. But
auditory transduction in the ear is faster than visual transduction in the eye. Moreover,
because of the greater distances involved, the neural transmission time from the sense
organs to the cerebral cortex is longer in the visual system.
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